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Orono, Maine
April 22, 1971The selling of the University: 1971First of a two-part series
by John Carey
and Ed LaFreniere
What is the difference in the University'smind between dispersing "public information"and performing "public relations?"
"Probably none," says William Robersen.public information for the Chancellor's office.Which duty is UMO Director of PublicInformation and Central Services (PICS)Howard Keyo supposed to perform?
"I suspect a little of both," continuesRobersen. "His job is to give the public all theinformation, but to emphasize the positive."However, Keyo denies that PICS emphasizesanything except fact. "I think our job is to givethe public as accurate a view as possible ... Wedon't have any mandate from the University togloss things over, to put on a veneer." He feelshis department is supposed to give a "clear andaccurate picture of the University," and insiststhat any "embarrassing incidents are explainedto the fullest knowledge of PICS."Keyo refuses to disclose his department'sbudget.
As Director of Public Information he is notallowed, he says, to divulge either the amountof money received from public funds in hisdepartment's budget or give out any UMOexpenditures without first clearing the requestwith Vice
-President for Finance andAdministration John Blake.
Keyo also refused to disclose his own salary.Robersen said his own is "between S17.500
and S20,000 per year."
Blake was asked what PICS' budget was. Heclaims PICS does not have a budget. He saysthat it would take at least two weeks to arriveat a figure that would conic to what a laymanwould call a "budget."
However, he did say that PICS' esoenditures
are funnelled through the purchasingdepartment on campus. The bills are put intobasic categories, such as administration andstudent affairs, and then are cleared with theUniversity's accountants in Bangor. Says Blake,"We can't really account for everything until allthe bills are received."
York and Hart head residents firedby Cathy Flynn
The office of the Deans of Residence Hallshas adopted a new Area Director trial systemwhich has necessitated the discharge of twodormitory head residents, Mrs. Doris Drisko ofYork Hall and Miss Erma Budden of Hart Hall.Miss Budden and Mrs. Drisko will leave atthe end of the semester.
The original decision was to cut four womenfrom the present staff including Miss BlancheHenry of Androscoggin Hall and Mrs. ElizabethBertrand of Hancock Hall, but these tworesidents were reinstated because of atechnical oversight about their qualificationsfor retirement.
The technical oversight results from theuniversity's employment policy. Rideout saidMrs. Drisko and Miss Budden were the firstresidents to be dismissed because under theuniversity's classification system the last hiredare the first to go.
"We did not intend to lay off anyone whowas qualified for University of Maineretirement benefits," said Dwight Rideout,associate dean of student affairs.
Miss Henry, who is 60, and Mrs. Bertrand,57, were both hired in September, 1964. MissBudden, 61, was hired three years ago, and Mrs.Drisko, 62, was hired four years ago.
Rideout and Donna Hitchens, assistant deanof residence halls, say the new program willupgrade the position of head resident from aclassified status. The new area director program
will not eliminate the position of residentbut it will professionalize the job and require amaster's degree in student personnel or arelated field to qualify for it.
Selections of the five area coordinators (onefor each dormitory complex)has already begunin the residence hall office. The coordinatorswill do in-service training and programming aswell as individual and group advising similar towhat the head residents do now.
Area directors, hired for an academic yearappointment, will receive a beginning salary ofno less than $6,500 plus room and board andmay be male or female. They will supervise thedormitory in which they reside and helpcoordinate activities for the complex ofdormitories where they will be placed.
According to Rideout, the job positions willbe advertised and one member of hisdepartment has already been promisedconsideration for one of the positions.
The laying off of the dormitory headresidents was necessary to make room for themore up-graded position of area coordinators.The phasing-out process was not conveyed tothe ladies until they were called to a specialconference room in Fernald Hall April 13, justseven weeks before the end of the semester.
According to Rideout, the decision todismiss the two women was announced as soonas it was finalized in his department.
"I don't . think anybody is ever tiredanywhere without knowing that it is apossibility," said Mrs. Doris Drisko, York Hallresident who was one of the twodischarged.
"We were told three times that anyone whowas not planning to return nest year shouldsubmit it in writing," Mrs. Drisko said. "I wasplanning to return. Now they've cut us out,"she said.
Miss Budden of Hart Hall also expressed herdisappointment of her abrupt dismissal.
"Why didn't they try it out first and ask thegirls?" Miss Budden said.
Miss Budden said if she were hired by thepresident of the University, it seems that heshould have been the one to dismiss her.
The officials of the dean's office said theladies were offered summer employment untilAugust or until they could re-locate jobs fornext fall.
Mrs. Drikso said they told her "they are stillhiring people like you at University of Maine inBangor." But Mrs. Drisko has tried to find outabout the positions and she said most of themhave already been filled.
The new area coordinator program will beinstituted as soon as all of the positions can befilled.
"We've got a pile of applications already,"Dean Rideout said.
As for PICS, it is known that the operationof the press room alone last year cost just under$300,000. Other expenses of PICS include themail room in which their are no federally-paidemployees, the salaries of Keyo and his publicinformation employees (numbering 15 besidesKeyo), and the administrative costs andexpenses of the entire PICS operation.
Information or good relations?
Over Keyo's desk hangs a shining plaquepresented to him by the "American CollegiatePublic. Relations Association" which states thatit is the "Eleanor R. Collier Award for 1971 toHoward Keyo" for his "outstandingcontribution to higher education."
Keyo feels that PICS is a public information
- - not a public relations - - service.
He claims that any distortion by omission inPICS' releases is unintentional.
The principal way PICS distributesunsolicited information to the media is by aprinted news release.
During the week of Nov. 28 - Dec. 4, PICSsent out the following press releases:
• The community of Eagle Lake was foundedin 1840 by Sefroi Nadeau.
• The English department has set up aworkshop to diagnose writing problems.
• The president of the AroostookExperimental farm plans to retire in March.• Frederick Frank's drawings in Alumni Hallalso illustrate the book Le Paris de Simenon.• Our diplomat in residence, J. Wesley Adamswill speak on How Americans are viewedabroad.
• Hungarian pianist Bela Nagy will make athree-day visit to UMO.
• The third poet of the UMO poetry series"will chant %one examples of primitivepoetry."
• A Mad Magazine collection is being soughtfor the library.
• The Cooperative Extension Service willco-sponsor the 14th annual Maine PoultryServiceman's Meeting.
* Four people will talk over the Novemberelections in the Bangor room of the Union.* CED is sponsoring a forest biometrysymposium.
• A preview of an article in Research in theLife Sciences.
• Four sports reports.
• And one article that said, in part,
"Representatives from 15 business firms andagencies will be on the Orono campus of theUniversity of Maine the week of Dec. 7 tointerview seniors interested in jobs followinggraduation. The schedule includes:" ....(The schedule was then printed.)The very same day of the release, Dec.2, a spokesman from the placement office saidthat 35 other business firms and agencies hadcancelled interview sessions with UMO seniorsbecause they didn't expect to have any'openings. This fact was not reported by PICS.The only press releases Public Informationand Central Services issued during that weekwere those listed above.
However, during that same week (Nov. 28 -Dec. 4) the following stories developed at UMOthat were not covered by PICS in theirstate-wide press releases:
continued on page 4Eames, Chamberlain elected to top two Senate posts
Bill Eames
p re side
Bob Chamberlain
cull' president •elect
by Chris Danaher
Bill Eames received 269 more
votes than his nearest rival, Jim
Mel can, to become the president-
elect of the Student Senate of UMOin yesterday's election.
Bob Chamberlain received 598
more votes than his nearest compe-titor, Miss Christine Hough. tobecome vice-president-elect.
Two proposed taxes on UMO
students and a change in the cafeteria
meal-ticket plan were voted down.Student Government Reform Plan A
and the resident assistant conceptboth received a vote of confidence.
Out of a student body of over7,000 oily 2,000 voted.
The item on the ballot receiving
the greatest attention from voters
was a question on the necessity of
R.A.'s. this referendum received
1,565 votes supporting the R.A.'s
and 792 negating their importance.
Presidential-elect Eames won a
clear-cut victory over Jim McLean
with the final count beingEames-968, McLean-699 and fresh-
man Peter O'Brien, 95 votes.
The numbers in the vice-presidential race were somewhat
more decisive but spread over a wider
spectrum. Chamberlain garnered 916
votes. His closest runner-up wasChristine Hough with 318 votes,followed by Michelle Donnelly Price
with 282 votes and Richard Spitzerwith 160,
lames and Chamberlain will begintheir new duties this ruesdav night.
In the class races the slate ofMaggie Olson, Hill McPhee, NancyGunzelman and Dale Gerry for thenext administration of the class of
'72 was elected unopposed.
In the race for the class of '73,
.Andrea Houghton, secretary andConnie Rizzo, treasurer were
unopposed . Jay Litz defeatedGregory Carpenter, 282-219 for theoffice of president. Patty Meyer beatRoxanne Moore, 288-196 for thevice-presidency.
The class of '74 had a slightlyheavier showing. Five hundred andfifty turned out to elect Peter Simonby a three-to-one margin over DavidSposato. Norm Buck held a lead ofabout 80 votes over Gail Pearson andJames Gedney to take the position ofvitx-president. The office of secretarywas won by a two-to-one margin byDebby Miller over Pat Savory. DinaGabriel, who was uncontested, waselected treasurer.
A total rearrangement of thestudent government was favored bythe majority of those who voted.Plan A of the Student GovernmentReform Task Force, which will elimi-nate the class system and unite all of
continued on page 3
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Hell week is... ah er hell
Listening to students talk about
Hell Week reminds a person of the
seven feats that Hercules performed.
At some fiat houses, pledges are
initiated by cleaning up the house
and the yard.
But at other houses, initiates have
to perform such tasks as chug-
a-lugging a bottle of A-I steak sauce.
1 he purpose of these stunts, along
with the number of houses that force
them on new members, is one of the
fraternal systems' darkest secrets.
David Goodspeed, president of
Sigma Chi, says, "The purpose of
Hell Week is to reach one goal - - to
bring the pledge class closer
together."
Some of the stunts that "bring
the pledge class closer together,"
students report, include:
I Forcing an initiate to drink
until he either passes out or vomits.
(2) Tarring and feathering a
pledge with molasses.
13) Having him do calisthenics in
a snowbank.
141 Forcing him to drink two
gallons of strawberry milk and thendo 20 push-ups.
151 Forcing hint to drink a gallon
of chocolate milk and eat a gallon of
chocolate ice cream.
161 Having him eat a raw egg for
supper and half an onion for dessertfor two nights.
171 Locking him in a cellar for 72hours.
1811:on:Mg hint to eat garbage.
191 And forcing him head firstinto a toilet bowl to grab a glob ofjello before it is flushed ass a.
Officially', "hazing" 
-- theinitiation which every pledge must go
through was banned by the UMO
administration several years ago. Butthe ban applied only to stunts
outside a frat house.
William T. Lucy, assistant dean of
student affairs, said Monday, "Thepurpose of Hell Week, or what ever
you want to call it, is to educate new
mernhk. r,
 into the fraternal way oflife. I ' sort of thing you described
SUMMER
JOBS
50,000 VACANCIES WORLDWIDE
Country-by•country listings of HOW AND WHERE to apply for
summer l obs everywhere in the world Directory explainsduties, qualifications required, aria salary offered In-
cludes every type of work from chambermaids to sailingir•-..tructors 
- you choose the JOB and the COUNTRY 'Travel, education, and experience opportunities are anlItn-ited to those who apply early Don't delay ' Send 55 toSLerene• Jobs - R.0 Box 10353 - Ft Lauderdale, Flo. 33305
is certainly not in line with modern
frat life. I've heard of a few isolated
cases of this type of thing, but I
thought most frats didn't do them
any more."
Dwight L. Rideout. associate dean
of students affairs, said, "I wasn't
aware these things existed. If they are
true, then the) present quite a
problem."
And an unidentified freshman
said, "I wouldn't join a frat because
of all the stupid crap they put you
through. It's dense and it doesn't
prove anything.
"Personally . I think it scares off a
lot of students who really would like
to join a fiat," he added. "Perhaps
students stereotype the frats. They
hear bad stones about a certain frat
and they build a picture in their
minds that relates to all of them."
When asked how he felt about
these activities. President Winthrop
C. Libby said, "I think it's very
immature. I was under the impression
that these initiations had calmed
dosvn a lot. But it looks like what
they can't do outside, they do inside.
I think these childish things present a
i'i. :r ti.i flhai1 stlidents,“
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Beware the Body Shirt Snatcher!
You're fair game when you wear
a Van Heusen
Body Shirt.
(NEW SPRING CONTEST! A FREE roum:trip flight to COPENHAGEN via SA.SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES is the prize inour big drawing to be held May 15, 1971.
and open to all regularly enrolled col
legions. Send in your name BY APRIL 30.
to. College Contest. The Van Heusen
Company, 417 Fifth Avenue. New
' York, NY. 10016 Contest\
i,./ciit.l where prohibited
by law.
That tricky cnick is aner y,- ur new Van Heusen
Body Shirt' Its the shirt with perfect body fit, long
pointed collar, two button cuffs and the newest
smartest patterns Keep your Body Shirt on. man,
and keep the 13—ly "•'. off your
VA N H EUSE NI 417. Body Shirt
SLEEPERS
IS your headquarters
for the complete
VAN HEUSEN
line In BANGOR
DOWNTOWN
3 dorms to experiment
with "quiet areas"
b) Eileen Strcitoli
An experiment is -quiet-arca"
living will begin nest fall in four
sections of three dorms - - Somerset,
Oxford and Aroostook.
Dwight Rideout, associate dean of
student affairs, told the CAMPUS
this week that University officials
want to provide as many different
atmospheres of living on campus as
possible.
In response to a questionnaire,
sent out early this semester, 65 men
and 90 women said they felt they
needed a more quiet-than-normal
area for studying.
While these figures represent only
two percent of students on campus,
Rideout said, they are considered
large enough to warrant special
action.
As a result, the north and west
sections of the second floor of
Somerset Hall, the west section of
Oxford, and the fourth floor of
Aroostook will be set aside as "quiet
areas."
Fewer students in these three
dorms said they plan to live in the
same dorm next year than did
students in the other dorms.
Students living in the new
sections will be allowed to set their
own rules and guidelines. Rideout
said
"Even if they' change no rules
from what they presently are," said
Don DeCicca, assistant dean of
residence halls, "they will be
expected to be responsive to the
special needs of the others in their
sections and act accordingly."
Students whose rooms will be used
in fall
for the new systci:
guaranteed space in another sectionof the same dorm. Incomingfreshmen will also be eligible forrooms in the quiet areas. They' will besent questionnaires on theirpreferences, he said.
The first floors of York andAroostook were originally thought tobe the best possibilities, but the
results of meetings last week withstudents living there ruled them out,he said.
The first floor section of York is
within hearing distance of the buzzer
at the front door -' the buzzer whichis apt to buzz at any time of the
night from 12-7 a.m. And the
cafeteria is located immediate Is
under the first floor.
York is also the only dorm on
campus with an all-dorm paging
system and the entire first floor
would have to be rewired to
eliminate the frequent interruptionsfrom the system, according toRideout.
But the pattern on first floor ofAroostook was the primary reasonfor its rejection, he said. The sidedoors of the dorm are used morefrequently than the front.
The side doors lead down the
corridors of first floor r0Orns.Students use the left side door most
often as a short cut to the parking lot
rather than use the front door and
walk around to the side of the dorm.he said.
"The ideal would have been to
use a whole dorm for this purpose,"
said DeCicca. "The need at this time,however, is not great enough to
warrant such a step," he said.
Students ease professors' loads
by advising frosh and sophomores
by Sally Smith
Students in an academic advising
seminar this semester along with the
Senior Skulls are helping to alleviate
problems in the present student
athising system by advising younger
students themselves--and LLorking
well, according to seminar instructor.
T Dine S. (iershman.
I he four juniors and fise seniors
taking the course are ‘Yorking Y‘ithfiL c taculty users and areinsestigating the adsisory systems at
other UlliSersIlles as %%ell as I MO's.
During pre-registration beton:
semester ‘.iitation. took sonic of
the work from the busiest faLulty
ads Isers. those s'. ho were helping
freshIllell and sOpliornores arrangetheir schedules tor the fall semester.
"I Ile ads isees rc.ited quite
tasorabls to haying fellosy students
help them. In last. it %Las probably
more beneficial to hear about
course trout a student who had taken
that course than front a professor.-
Mrs. Gershman said.
Nits. (;ersliman is head of the
advising system in A & S and is
assistant to the dean. I sers year she
must assign freshmen to advisorsfront facults volunteers, 'the
student's possible major. fasorite
subjects, and least
-liked subjects are
obtained front his application for
admission and used in assigningadvisors.
"I try to give the ads isee anadsisor who has interest in the samegeneral interest area," Mrs. Gershmanexplained.
She said that students undecidedon a major !lase the worst time withthe present ads using sy stem, adding
Undergrad Teaching Assistants
Wanted
A's needed for general and
.iganic labs. Readers in
rganic and physical also
anted. Majors from any
'eld acceptable. CompetenceChemistry and ability toimmunicate essential. TA'sill have faculty aid and
,perviston. Good pay 
.only 285 Aubert Hall
that these students need the most
advice.
"Some of the faculty advisor.
specialize. They want only students
who have, or think they will, declare
a major in their special field. The
undecided student is usually Nit
%% WI a faculty advisor who does not
particularly care to speciali/e in
advising in just one field." %Ir..
Gershman said.
"A student who is unde.-Mcd
about his major sometimes hinds
It im sell m, itht an advisor s1 b,,
'TO: tallies' in a subject w Inch Ow
student dislikes and who has had
little or no esperience ssith the.
courses the student may be interested
in taking."
'This problem is partial's re hes sit
with students advising student,. ,hc
said. An undeclared major student
can talk to and be ads ised hy
student who has taken a wide Lariet%
of courses and who has probably had
the same doubts and questions about
courses, she continued.
It is not necessary for students
helping with advising to be trained or
have taken a course in acadenn,
advising, Mrs. Gershman said.
'The Senior Skulls voluntarily
helped out with pre-registration arid
advising this spring. too. Again, the
students' rea lions were favorable."
Mrs. Gershman said.
I or some students, the
psychological effect of the
student-student advisor relationship
is helpful. "The students I talked to
had more time and they knew
exactly what requirements I had to
take." said one freshman girl w ho
talked with a student advisor.
"Sometimes they even know
short-cuts."
KEEPSAKE
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%Anil: and jewelry repairm
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the maine campus
First phase of gym project may be the last for aFven though swimming pool.gyms for wrestling and gymnastics,
and courts for handball and squash - -a massive new additional to theMemorial Gym - - will be available foruse by May IS. UMO's athleticdirector said Monday he is not
entirely happy about it.
"I'm looking forward to the
second phase now," said Harold S.Westerman, referring to the fourphase construction project toimprove athletic facilities here.
The pool, gyms, and ball courts,
an addition to the gym which cost$2.1 million, was originally plannedto be the first phase of a $12 millionproject for the physical education
and recreation departments.
But the second phase, to which
Westerman referred, was defeated in
a state-wide referendum last June. Itis a $3 million dollar project for a
new field house and renovation ofthe present one.
"Right now, Phase II is a deadduck, " according to Alan Lewis,director of engineering services. "It isthe last of 27 projects for University
construction all over the state. And
the state legislature, which has it in
this package, has been pretty tight
about appropriating money for
university construction. We don't see
any hope for it at all this year."
Lewis said that it is "quite
possible" that Phase II will be set
aside in favor of the third phase, ahockey rink near Corbett Hall.
"I also think the chances ofgetting some private' financing for
this project are quite good," he said.
The rink itself will cost about one
million dollars but if it is presented
to the legislature during the next
it ss ill he included in
package ui ullici projects for thedepartment.
"There is quite a bit of feelinghere that the hockey rink should takepriority over the field houses," he
said.
Lewis added that a synthetic floor
will be laid down in the new
wrestling gym. It was paid for from
surplus funds from Phase I and some
other University funds.
Phase IV will be a new cementfootball stadium and a building
providing more space for physical
education classes. At this time, it is
computed as a $4 million dollarproject.
"I don't want to even think about
the third and fourth phases," says
Westerman. "We haven't even got the
second phase started yet. Legislative
approval will be very difficult to
get."
When the legislature appropriated
money for the first phase early last
year, the whole project looked like
smooth sailing.
"We figured each phase would be
a two-year project. That way, all the
construction would take eight years
- - maybe 10 years at the most - - tofinish," Westerman said.
But hardly had the first bricksbeen laid for the swimming pool
addition when Maine voters last June15 defeated a $14.9 million bondissue for what was then called the
"Super-U" system. Included was the$3 million dollar appropriation for
the two field houses.
"That was a set back, all right,"Westerman said, as he echoes theplea of almost every administrator on
campus. "We're really packed in here.
More space is absolutely essential for
tIct,:irtrtient "
2,000 turn out r.
to elect Eames,
Chamberlain
continued from page 1
the student governing bodies now
existing on campus, was supportedby 905 students. Plan B, which
would have placed more power in thehands of the Inter-class Council and
cut down on allocations of funds to
the various classes, got 479 votes.
Plan C, which was a no-change
system. received 159 votes.
The two tax-referendums weredefeated but not by any over-
whelming margin. The question of a$10 fee to subsidize books and
periodicals for Fogler Library was
beaten 1132 to 870. The issue of alevy of $5 per student for the
support of the Onwards program,
which gives academic scholarships tolow-income students, was defeated
1046 to 747.
Though some students have
expressed an interest in alternate
meal plans, there has been no great
change authorized by the food
referendum. The 21-meal-per-week
ticket at a cost of $585 was sup-
ported by 651 voters. A I5-meals-
per-week plan, which would
accommodate people who habitually
skip breakfast or eat other meals
off-campus at a reduced cost of$535. received 431 votes. The idea of
a commuter meal ticket coveringlunch only was supported by 236
people. The same idea applied toboth lunch and dinner was voted for
by 310 students.
No announcements have been
made as to who will replace Chic
Chalmers and Nancy Churchill as
representatives on the Alumni
Council. Those names will be made
public May 1.
The recipient of the Distinguished
Professor Award has not yet been
announced.
rc,
3tucents
Want a part-time business
that you can do in spare
time? Does $200 - $300 a
month for a few hours a
week sound good to you?
Contact Northeast
Distributors Tel. 564-2532
IMPROVE GRADES
Improve Grad. Whtle DevottngThe San. Amount Of TPITIO To StudyUSE STUDY SOUNDSIncrease Your Concantrahon And ImproveYour Comprehenston Study At A Faster RateELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDSCAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN
Please Spec,fYTrack Tape, Cassett•. Or LP RecordSend Check or Money Order — 1995. EachInclude 75c Handing and PostageSound Conc•pts. Inc — 8. 3852Chartott.vONE Va, 22902
Westerman pointed out that evenif the three remaining phases of tht.project aren't completed for mans
years, which seems likely at tht
moment, the planned cost of tht:project will still remain the same,
even though it was computed in1969.
"Okay, the $3 million dollars for
Phase II will still be three million this
year or next year." says Westernian.
"You see, it includes money forinflation and other unexpected costs
that are bound to pop up on a
project this size. The bid of the
'lowest bidder' might be higher than
the architects anticipated. You can't
really do much about that. When
you're laying out a project, you have
to plan for things like that."
An example is the new ventilating
system that was forced upon thegym. Because of the expanded plant,
the former air-circulation system
simply could not sevice the wholebuilding.
"We hated to get involved in
renovating thegym,but there was no
way around it," Westerman said.
"Whenever we needed fresh air, we
simply opened the windows near thebalconies and let in all the fresh air
we needed during a game."
However, the windows werebricked up when walls for the pool
addition and the two new gyms were
added on each side of the regulargym.
Arthur Dority, superintendent of
construction for the contractors of
ABORTION
can be less costly than you maythink, and pregnancies of up to12 weeks can be terminated for
$175.00
including doctors fees, labora-tory tests, all medication &
referral fee. Hospital and Hos-pital affiliated clinics only. Safe.Confidential, Immediate.
call
(212) 838-0710
24 hours — 7 days
Woman's Aid & Guidance Group40E. 54th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
Wong 's
launcry ana dry cleaning
51 Penobscot Plaza Bangor
Shirts satisfaction guaranteedPick up and deliver
7 am - 9 pm
7 days a week
Tel. 945-3448
SUITS $1.45 DRESSES S1.35
GOOD WAY TO SAVE MONEY
Student
iscount
NM MO MO Ell MI um im mi
We give students a break, with speL_J, reduce('
rates in Hilton Hotels from Boston to Honolulu(Faculty and graduate school students get a dis-
count too.)
Let us send you a pamphlet listing the HiltonHotels and Inns that offer special student rates. Also
a Hilton Student Identification Card to use when-
ever you register.
Mail this coupon to Hilton Hotels Corporation,
Travel Department, National Sales Division, 9880Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, California 90210.
We want to make it easy for you to come vis,
the Hiltons.)(
Name _
Address _
City
Collew
_State Zip
:HILTON HOTELS:
 
 OM I= INI ow or ow wig rce
ong time
The swimming pool, viewed here from the spectator's gallery, willbe available for use around May 15.
the job, Nickerson and O'Day ofBangor, said Monday that the
additional air-circulating system was
needed to make watching a game
"bearable" for several thousand
spectators.
The additional system, he said,
was installed last November, "just inthe niche of time" for the beginning
of the basketball season. The old
system, he said, "simply could nothave handled the load, especially
with the loss of windows to help it
along."
sammumimioniummissmomm MMMMM am
FESTIVALS
GEORGE WEIN Presents the IHth Annual
NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVALJULY 2, 3, 4, 5, 1971Festival liteld, Newport, Rhode Island
ISM
NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL1)111, afb.1 a mh
 
JULY 16, 17, 18
Newport, Rhode Island
OHIO VALLEY JAZZ FESTIVAL
JULY 30, 31Ohio Ri erfront Stadium. (iincinnat:
HAMPTON INSTITUTE JAZZ FESTIVAL
JUNE 25, 26Hampton Roads ( sili scum, Hampton, Virginia
lit 1.1r Al us 01( artv.,N,prices, ticket ordcr forms, fruc itt reiquestNEW THIS YEAR — Greyhound Festival Excursionsfull package price including transportation, hotel dnd ticket,All details . . . write . . NIAVP()R1. ITSTIVAL`:P.O. Ils: 29 NeWIN•rt, Rhode Island o2s
RICHARD
BRAUTIGAN
THE
ABORTION:
An Historical Romance of 1966
This novel is about the romantic possibilities
of a public library in California
JUST PUBLISHED
15.95; TOUCHSTONE PAPERBACK, 11.95
SIMON AND SCHUSTER
4 the maim? ..intpus april 22. 1971
'The UMO campus is one large art exhibit,' says Bulletin
student panel, resulted
postponing of the
Department visit.
• A liberalized parietals policy was
on the verge of initiation.
• The Student Senate had decided
to spend $1.000 to sue the
continued from page I
• A Black Panther Party member
came limo campus and said in a
speech, "If the government isn't
going to stop the war, then we're
going to have to stop the
government."
• The acting director of the
University of Maine Bangor camus
disagreed openly with UMO
President Winthrop Libby's
contention that the two campuses
could not be independent by next
year.
• An independent poll showed that
some 52 percent of the young
(26-30) faculty members felt
that they did not have a
"meaningful voice in the
governance of the University."
• Six students had their residence
robbed of over 200 record
albums.
• More bomb threats were
disturbing the campus again.
• A disagreement between
administration officials, Solicitor
General Erwin Griswold, and a
in the
Justice
STEREO
KLH
McIntosh
DYNACO
ADVENT
DUAL
FISHER
GARRARD
SONY
SANSUI
NEW ENGLAND
MUSIC CO.
New England's Leading
Hi-Fidelity Dealer
cati our campus r =presentat Ives
Mike Benoit, Sigma Chi
Thomas Atkinson,
University Park
109 CENTER STREET
PORTLAND 772.2869
faculty of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
"We're not trying to be devious.
Really, we're not," says Keyo.
Why didn't PICS issue a release on
the A & S suit?
"I guess mainly because there was
a good flow of information ... It was
so vague that we just didn't know
what to say at the time ... (Bangor
Daily News reporter) Denny Mills
was there and he got all the facts. I
guess he just got the information
from the students. They don't come
to us with any information like that,
you see," Keyo said.
PICS prints over 600 publications
each year, writing and making up
many of these, but it also helps in the
design and production of some of the
Alumni Center's material. The
Alumni Association, however, writes
the bulk of its own articles. Few of
these m agazines and brochures
contain any accounts of embarrassing
incidents.
The Maine Alumnus, printed five
times each year, is the keystone
magazine of the Alumni Association.
Four times each year it is sent to its
"active members" (those making
contributions over the past five
years) and once to all 38.000 know
alumni. I. he total cost is set at
525,000 according to the Association
Director Donald Stewart.
One of its more interesting
sections is titled "Letters." In the kist
November-December issue of the
Alumnus, there was one letter
complimenting the "lovely
om ecoming eekend." another
praising a Career Award Dinner,
another complimenting the Class of
'20 reunion, three others lauding
interest at Greek Weekend, the
continuous closeness of the class of
'22. and the ,4faiiie Alumnus itself.
That same issue is quite typical of
other issues in content. 1 he stories
covered in the magazine include
(listed by headline): "Athletic Aid
Program Launched," "Homecoming
1970 - New Look," "A Bridge to
Understanding," "The Environment
Here and Now," "Parents Weekend,"
and then departmentalized sections
that contain more news briefs.
A quote taken from the above
mentioned article, "A Bridge to
Understanding" is the following:
"Quite simply, we want to have the
opportunity as students to talk with
alumni - - to let alumni ask us about
ourselves, our University, our student
life . .. Our University is too
important to us to let warped news
stories and miscontrued trends in
national student unrest ruin what we
at Maine have attempted to
accomplish ..."
Under the department "On
Campus" is an article on "bomb
threats," or so it is entitled. The
majority of the story deals with the
telephone equipment and the training
procedure used to counter the effects
al the bomb threats.
Other stories in the same section
leaf with the "Diplomat in
Resident," "Anthropology Museum
Re-opens," and a section six times
longer than its nearest rival on the
C wmplishments of the faculty
members in research and published
materials entitled "You can't stop
'em."
From the feedback it publishes,
The Maine Alumnus seems to contain
things that appeal to its audiences.
On the inside of the last leaf of
the Maine Alumnus of
November-December, 1969. a small
section labeled "Did You Know"
asks "... That it is possible to give
sums of money to the University of
Maine now, receive a definite tas
benefit, and yet retain the income
from these sums for life? ...That
gifts include money, stocks, bonds,
other securities, real estate, and
gifts-in-kind (art objects, books,
SUMMER JOBS/RESORTS
The U.S. Resort Council in
cooperation with resort and
vacation bureaus throughout
America and representing several
hundred members is now accept-
ing resumes of college students
and graduates interested in sum-
mer work who have some expe-
rience relevant to the following
positions: waiter/waitress;
kitchen help; pool personnel;
child care; athletics and recrea-
bon,
work
earn
office work, etc. Resort
offers an opportunity to
reasonable income in a
pleasant atmosphere and a
chance to meet a variety of
people. To have your resume
distributed to these organiza-
tions use this exact form:
(1) Name (2) Age (3) School ad-
dress and phone and date leaving
school (4) Relevant experience
(5) 2 personal references
(61 Areas preferred (7) Positions
desired (8) dates available (9) 2
or more applicants wishing to
work together. Send this infor-
mation typed or clearly printed
with $7.00 for printing and dis-
tribution to: U.S. Resort Coun-
cil, 1472 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y.
10036 — All resumes must be
received by May 3, 1971.
STUDENT TEACHING NOTICE
Students in any college of UMO who plan to student teach DURING ANY QUARTER OF1971-1972 should make formal application NOT LATER THAN APRIL 30 OF THIS YEAR.Presumably most studentswho preregistered for Fall Semester have already applied. If youhaven't, please do so.
Vie are particularly concerned about SECOND SEMESTER people this year. If you are notcompletely sure whether you will he ready to student teach next Spring, it would be
eminently wise to apply anyway, and cancel later if necessary. LATE APPLICANTS FORSTUDENT TEACHING CAN NOT be guaranteed a place in the student teaching program.All "special" students are already being placed on a waiting list for placement, and somelate applicants from the senior class may have to Join them.
Every effort will he made to place qualified applicants to the limit of our human resourcesbut IF WE DON'T KNOW ABOUT YOU, WE CAN'T EVEN BEGIN TO MAKE PLANSWHICH WILL ENABLE US TO DO IT! Let's get those applications in'
Application forms are available at the main desk of the College of Education and may be pickedup and returned there any time that the building is open
equipment and matcrials such as
chemicals)? ... That it Is possible to
honor the name of yourself or loved
one in perpetuity through gifts to the
University of Maine?"
Other University publications
have a less tangible return than the
Alumni fund (see page 10). One is
the University of Maine Bulletin,
which publishes four issues a year.
In the Bulletin of July first of last
year, titled "Introduction to Maine,"
the University wrote, "... There is
plenty of elbow room on its 1,100
acres, where the student is offered
the diversity and challenge of a large
university in the invigorating
atmosphere of a small college ...
Orono is a cosmopolitan campus in a
classis New- England setting ...
Culturally, Orono should appeal to
every taste (the campus is one large
art exhibit) ... The campus is
located one mile from the center of
Orono, and attractive college town
... Interstate 95, a scenic four lane
divided highway ... passes within a
mile of the campus."
The booklet titled "Summer
Sessions, 1970," was a basic
catalogue of the courses offered, but
It also contained some photographs
that may have been intended to
entice people to spend their summers
studying at UMO.
Two photographs were of
sailboats, two others of lakes, and
another of people sunning themselves
on a beach.
A picture of Mount Katandin was
above the cutline, "Mighty Mt.
Katandin. incomparable from the top
of from the base is an easy trip from
Orono."
Moosehead Lake was dubbed with
the line, "Moosehead Lake at
Rockwood is a spot for sports and
camping and an easy trip from
Orono.
Of an eight-point buck standing in
a field, the booklet said, "Sure,
they're out of season, but dream
away.  You'll find 'em right in Orono.
if you're lucky, that is."
And on the other end of the
book, past the golf course, the surf
on the rocks, the canoe on the
at (ampebello, is a picture of the
Allagash, and the Roosevelt Cottage
vy ell-shaded entrance of the
Information About LEGAL, NEW YORK
ABORTIONS
• EXPERT CERTIFIED GYNECOLOGISTS
• CHOICE OF TOP PRIVATE HOSPITALS
AND PRIVATE CLINICS
• APPOINTMENTS SCHEDULED WITHIN
21 HOURS
• TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS AVAILABLE
• TOTAL COST BELOW $150
FOR EARLY PREGNANCIES—
FEE INCLUDED
CALL EITHER OFFICE FOR ASSISTANCE
,201) 331-3738 (2121 885-1314
New York Medical Referral Agency
him ation buildinF w ith the ensuing
cutbne, "Maine entrance to theCollege of Education Building. Cool,
man, cool."
PICS also has a division known as
the "Speaker's Bureau."
The Bureau has in circulation apamphlet titled simply "Speakers
Bureau, University of Maine." Onpage one is the following: " 
... the
Speaker's Bureau has been organizedprimarily to provide a service for thepeople of Maine and as an ageno.through which the university mar
extend its educational programs ..."
These "educational programs" are
extended by means of speeches and
talks given by various UMO faculty
members and administrators. These
"educational programs" include (by
listed title):
UMO financial matters; The
University of Maine today and
tomorrow; The Capital construction
program at UMO; several on simply
"the University of Maine," Student
Activism; Changing roles of today's
college students; University of Maine
libraries; the university and you; The
University of Maine - - its past, its
traditions; and A real university - -
when will we have one in Maine?
Two talks are entitled "Publi,
Relations," and "Planning,
producing, and placing publicity ."
Both of these public lectures are
delivered by the same man, Howard
Keyo.
Does the University av..ept
responsibility and therefore the costs
of sending such speakers throughout
the state (and country) to speak on
its behalf!
Yes.
One page one, again, of the
"Speakers Bureau" booklet, is the
following: "When groups customarily
pay honorariums. we shall expe,t
them to extend this courtesy to
university speakers. We also hope
that, ordinarily, the inviting
organization will pay travelling
expenses. However, no honorarium
or travelling expenses are expected it
the talk is primarily concerned with
the University of Maine."
The reason for that is quite
simple. When a speaker goes in a
group to lecture them on the
continued on next page
Everything for the Bride
Bridal consultant
always on hand
FAIRMOUNT
FABRICS
25 Franklin St.
Bangor
Mon. thru Sat.
9:30 am - 5:00 pm
Applicants for the paid postion
of Darkroom Supervisor
in the Memorial Union for the
71-72 school year please apply in the MUAB office
by the seventh of May. Interview will be arranged during the
week of May 10 to 14.
cP1cL4tIt
GOD'S MESSENGER FOR TODAY
Baheu'llah is the latest in the succession of Divine
Messengers sent by God since the beginning of
man's existence He is the Promised One
of all religions His coming ushers in the Age of
Fulfillment mentioned in all the prophecies
of the past Bahe'u'lleh brings God's Plan
for world peace, world justice and world unity
FOR INFORMATION Public Meetings: Friday 8:00 P.M.
 13.Rsi-fe1ttK 10 Main St 866 2516ORONO BAHAI CENTER
april 22
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PICS pays e
continued from page 4
University he is granted the use of a
university car. The cost of this and all
realted travelling expenses (lodging,
meals, etc.) are billed to PICS.
The university "explains" student
activism at UMO by printed matter,
as well as word of mouth.
In February, the Public
information Center published a
four-page pamphlet, entitled "The
Student at UMO: What we do at
UMO."
Following are sections of the
pamphlet:
"Mention the words college
student today and you can get a
reaction from just about everyone.
Since the fall, 1969 semester started,
college students have been variously
portrayed as communist tools, radical
refugees, well-intentioned but
ill-informed do-gooders, idi
troublemakers or, in some instances,
sincere proponents of beneficial
change. I ew people remain neutral
on the subject.
"In this publication there will be
no effort to explain the general
college student or today. Rather, the
attempt is made to picture as
accurately as possible the University
of Maine at Orono student and what
he has, or hasn't done in the period
of controversy and unrest on U. S.
college cam pu ses.
"Briefly'. this is what l'\10
students, since the fall of 1969.
haven't done:
"They haven't precipitated a
campus riot.
"They haven't occupied a
building, or even a laboratory or
office." ieven though 19 students
occupied the hallway outside the
placement office near the room in
Last Aniiex where General 1 lectric
recruiters were interviewing students
in December, 1969. The 19 students,
who were sympathizing with 147,000
striking G.F. employees, were later
acquited by the Disciplinary
Committee because they "were not
disorderly, ..., they did not interfere
with the rights of others ... (and)
They did not interrupt the normal
functions of the University.
"They haven't forced recruiters
from the campus or kept them from
performing their duties.
l hey haven't damaged the
property of others.
"They haven't engaged in a
boycott of classes." (1 he student
senate in a special meeting last May 7
voted 634 with one abstention to
"endorse the student strike called by
the students of this University
"This is what L'MO students
HAVI- done:
"-I hey have protested the
Vietnam War by donating 750 pints
of blood to mounder servicemen.
"They have participated in a
two-day moratorium of classes, called
by the president of the institution, to
discuss the future of the university."
(President Winthrop C. Libby
announced at the beginning of
October of 1969 that he had decided
to forego the formal ceremony
inaugurating trim as UMO's eleventh
president. Ile suggested instead that
the funds be used to promote a
tuo-day University forum of "open.
frank and free discussion" betueen
students, faculty and administration
to analy the problems cont romni
the campus.
ibby at that time suggested the
ss ti -d a y ‘. la s. •11, pc nsion br
December or Jannary .
I he Public Information P.011Phictis semantically coriect. although esen
If I ibby had not gone along is tilt last
spring's moratorium. the Indiurit). of
students indicated they %%mild ha',,.
bov c'otted classes any is av
\A41
 ,ktostWI"
the mine campus 
5
penses for speakers 'selling' the university
The pamphlet goes on: "Theyhave made up any class time lostbecause of electioneering or other
activities in order to receive
completed grades."
"lhey have held PEACEFUL
rallies and marches to express their
concern over v.ie'nam, Kent State
and the Cambodian Invasion."
The second, third and fourth
pages of the pamphlet consist of
questions and answers: "What
Students Do At UMO: Fact Versus
Fancy."
Complaint: Students spend more
time agitating than studying.
"1. act: ... The overall grade
average of all students in June, 1970,
UNIVERSITY OF MAIN
BULLETIN
ORONO, MAINE 04473
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May 14 is deadline
for Union space requests
Hie !Memorial Union Governing
Board has announced that all applica-
tions for office space in the Union
must be submitted to the Director's
office in the Union by. May 14.
All organizations in the Union
and any other Senate-approved
organization may apply. ach organi-
zation must pass in a resume ot
membership and general ton, tion.
their group.
ABORTION AID
The Council on Abortion
Research & Education (Non-
Prof it) provides free infor-
mation and referral assistance
regarding legal abortion.
Limited financial aid is also
available. Inquiries are
completely confidential.
Call
(212) 682-6856
TH1BODEAU'S VIP
BARBER SHOP
Speciale:ing in
HAIR COLORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
RETOUCHING
Come 'down to
35 North Main St.
OLD TOWN
(all 827-5531
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
• • • •
A.A.A.
Radiator Flush
Anti-Freeze
BILL GAVETT PROP
866 2311
CHALET
Tune-Ups
BILL GAVETT PROP
866-2538
0‘• • , • o-frivi4,44444.441;v• • • • • ** tt sA•A A AA ..
was 2.63 (a high C). Out of 7,000
students studied as of June 13, 1970,
only 2.5 percent were dismissed or
suspended for academic failure. More
term papers, stricter deadlines,
additional courses in past years point
to an increase in study
requirements."
(The CAMPUS April 8 reported
the results of Prof Kenneth Hayes'
student attitude survey which
indiacted that 40 per cent of all UMO
students study less than two hours a
day even though the grade point
average is increasing.)
"Complaint: Relaxed rules have
worsened the morals of students.
"Fact: Some 6,400 students at
UMO list a connection with various
ea nipus religious organizations."(This is the approsimate number of
students who indicated a religious
preference on their applications for
admission, according to Rev. John
Pickering of the Maine Christian
Association, not the number of
students %Ito, as the "fact" implies,
actively affiliate with their respective
religious organization.
"Complaint: Students at
universities are not disciplined.
"Fact: 'Make every concerted
effort to apprehend and prosecute
any person committing a crime on
campus is the standard order to
I 'MO security people."
1 his statement neither indicates
that the se‘.iiiiiy iorce Is too •hort of
inan, puss er to. .is the says.
-apprchend any pLirson committing
crime,-
 nor does it indicate. as ont.
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Here's a government position with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer's job in the Air Force A
management level job in anybody's
book. Certainly, there's no bett.,r
way to get the experience and train-
ing needed for executive responsi-
bility.
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force comm,sclon
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year program
Along with college credits and a
commission, you'll receive $50 each
month as a student And upon grad-
uation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of out-
standing programs to help you fur-
ther your education.
If you're in your final year of col-
WANTED:
College men and women for man-
agement positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for in -
college trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.
lege, you can get your cr,m-n:ss,on
through the Air Force Officer Train
;rig Program It ,s open to all college
grads, both men Lard ...omen. who
qua'ify
Check .t out You•il ',^1 that the
A,r Force is ore career that offer .
s)r-,7.!h. rig for ei.er,one Nearly 430
different ;ohs, ran,; ng from aoro
nautical engineer rg to icologi,
with almost e.ieryth.ng else, includ
ing flying, in between But whatever
your duties, you'll soon discover
that the Air Forre will let you movejust as far and as fast as your tal-
ents can take you
So look ahead and let your col-
lege years pay off for you with a
managerial position in the U S Air
Force Just send in this coupon or
write to USAF Military Personnel
Center. Dept A, Randolph AFB,
Texas 78148, and get your postgrad-
uate career off the ground
example, that 30 per cent ot the
students reported last spring that
they use marijuana, and one out of
every three of these say they have
used it more than 20 times.
Last semester, 68 students were
placed on probation for violations of
the disciplinary code. There were no
suspensions or dismissals.
Other "complaints" listed in the
pamphlet are: "Student, aided by
doting parents, don't need to work in
college; The campus is a santuary for
radicals; Too many radical speakers
are brought to campus by students
with no balance in viewpoints;
Student activity money is spent
foolishly
How to use
the system
to fight
the system
two,.
lnto
036° tl‘Ital
Now at your bookstore
Delta paperback $1.95D
elacorte hardbound $4.95
DER Dell Publishing
SC N471
USAF ",*: :tar, Persx-rel Center
Dept A
RandoTh AFB. Texas 78148
Please send me more ',formation
04‘cer T•a,-11,,g School
A , r For70 ROTC Progra-,
Sc"- -L
I unde,stand thee ,s no obl•gat,nn
Find yourself in the ,United Stokes Air force.
.*:•:•••:•.•;".•.•..s.`."...•:.`:.•••••••••.%•••)1•)*/*/•I'i•/').4*/*,t'r rrrelre freers'? eliee'ei-iitiotetititioir
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of the University. of Maine at Orono
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Carolyn A. Howlett
R.N. Jackins
John J. Carey Ill
Renee M. Campbell
Mark A. Leslie
Tad Macy
Christine M. Danaher
The opinions expressed in this paper are not necessarily
those of the University of Maine •
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Information, not propaganda
It is a common feeling that the University
should try to "sell" itself to the people of
Maine. So far it has not accomplished this goal:
the last two bond issues have failed and the
University has enacted an "austerity program"
because of a lack of funds.
In order to "sell" itself, the University must
maintain a considerable measure of credibility.
And that task is supposed to be accomplished
by the Public Information Center.
But PICS doesn't seem to be as believable as
it should be. This paper receives "news"
releases from PICS five days a week -- and most
of them are filed in the wastebasket. (The story
which begins on page one of this issue lists all
the releases issued during an entire week.)
Plainly and simply. the releases appear to
constitute what is known as public relations
not public information. if one defines the latter
as "that which the people should know about
what's going on within the University. The
material coming out of PICS now is what its
employees think the people of the state Should
be told about campus activities. In other words
they put the University in a good light hy
reporting in then releases the "nice— things that
go on here, such as the appointment ot new
faculty members and student editors, the
awarding of honorary degrees. and advance
stories on a convention of a pulp and paper
foundation.
It's fine to release this type of news,
although it is doubtful it will be published in
newspapers throughout the state with
experienced editors and skeptical reporters.
This paper wonders why the administration
is spending money to promote University
"propoganda" including releases, leaflets and
pamphlets by playing a game of semantics with
the reader of the material.
The truth never hurt anyone. But when a
legislator reads of an inaccurate statement in a
University publication, he will think that the
University has something to hide.
It is time for the "Public Information
Center" to truly become a public information
center. So if someone wants to know a certain
department's budget, he will not be referred to
the Vice President for Business and Finance.
who will then tell him that there is no way to
determine just how much money is expected to
he expended within the department this year,
and that it would take two weeks to figure out
the amount expended last year.
Adviceontheadvisorysystem
What is an advisor'?
Technically . he is a faculty member assigned
It) incoming students as a guide to cut It:ilium
and a soul cc foi information. That's the wayii
should he.
To a pi t% ileged few . an ads is by
He is someone to consult on am kind 01
problem - - pet sonal. financial, 01 ucaoonal.
They know they call count on him to look out
for their best interests and have a concein toi
their welfaie. This kind of relationship builds
slowly over a peliod of tune and inlet action.
The majority of students on this campus
miss this soil of interaction with the advise's.
To them, an advisor is someone who signs an
add-drop card. Some undeigr;iduates aren't
quite sure what then ads ism looks like because
the see hint only a few minutes twice a Ve;11.
Sometimes even that amount of time is haul to
get, especially when an advisor doesn't believe
in keeping office !mu's.
One possibility for alleviating this situation
is having students for advisors along with
faculty. Elaine Gershman. assistant to the dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences, is very.
enthusiastic about the idea. Mrs. Gershman.
WhO IS leaching a coin NC this NeInt2',Ic:1 for
students planning to he advisors. said that "the
ads isees ieacied I:ism:INN to having le How
students help them. In fact, it was piobably
mote beneliv:tal to beat about a course from a
student who liad taken that course than from a
hlic idea of student advlsois has anothei
at II act is e aspect. It cuts down the work load of
piofessoi s, IllanNot WhOrri L'alM01 be attentive
to students needs because of time, and many of
1A 110 stniipl do not want to he advisors because
they see the lob as slice' drudeeiy .
But the enine faculty should not be blamed
toi the messy situation that advising is in now.
It took many yeals of adnunistiatise neglect
and sitting idl bv while the numbei ofstudents
went up steadily hut the number of advisors did
not inciease m plopoition. The administration
now has a chance lo SO things right and it isbound to get Mis. Gershman's help if it is
requested. But if the administration is going to
iationahie its way out of it. the ration:A/anon
had better he Food enough to fool the entne
campus.
To hell with Hell Week
"Fraternities at UMO ,iseful purpose
in that they provide 600 extra beds for men,"
says president Winthrop Libby. "Otherwise.
fraternities are no longer the elite gioups on
campus they once were."
Perhaps one reason that frats have had
increasing difficulty in filling their houses is
that they lack a single mission to focus upon.
Libby says some fiats have adopted programs
meaningful to the community and the campus.
Libby has urged fraternities to set up some
kind of living-learning experience. But one has a
feeling that grab-ass is not the kind of
experience he has in mind. Such activities can
only damage the image of fraternities and
everyone in them.
Sure, fraternities collect for a charity once a
year. They have even donated house space for
classrooms, hoping no doubt that if the space is
accepted. some classes will he scheduled in
houses to suit the brothers.
But t ratei miles need a new Image. As things
stand now, if it weren't for the extra 600 beds,
this University could function very well
without fraternities at all. They serve no useful
function other than to provide space.
Most brothers consider social activities to be
a most important part of then college lives.Many house patties turn into near orgies. Onegill went to three of them during her freshmanyear and has never been to one since (she is ajunior now). She describes a typical party
saying, "The guy entertains you from 7-1 I . andthen he expects you to entertain him fromLI -7."
Somehow, one feels that the fiats can dobetter. They. have been sun viving on haditninalone long enough.
We suggest that t rats turn their ha/ing
activities to more constructive endeavors. One
way would be to have initiation consist ofhelping to clean up the linivosity in spring.
Uur rejderc wt
Dunlap's dilemma
lo the I ditoi
I here was one A grade earned in
Chemistry 171 List fall. I hat is the
only correct fact in the entire article
entitled —The linger Award"
published in the May 15 CAMPUS.
Some journalists often delete
facts in order to strengthen their
cases. They get aWa. with this for a
while because the public thinks they.
are only ignorant. You, however.
have created your own "facts" to
defame the character of an
individual, namely. me.
these kinds of irresponsible
reporting 'have no place in our
society. and especially in the
university where our life's work is to
lo the Editor:
bio
search for truths and to pass ourkarnings on to others.
Your article is libelous. I eSpCilyou to publish immediately the factsas they stand with an apology toyour readers and to me.
A copy of the ('II 171 gradedistribution for 1970 and a summaryfor the period of 1961-70 is enclosed.
Robert Dunlap
Editor's Note: Prof Dunlap's gradedistribution shows that five students
received B's in the course, .20
received C's, 10 received D's, and
eight flunked. For this error theCAMPUS apologi:es.
Unfair insinuation
I would like to take issue with the
remarks of Prof. Harold E. Young in
regards to the term paper service
controversy reported in the March 25
issue of the CAMPUS.
It is apparent that Prof. Young
has failed to understand the problem
in American higher education which
Jim Smith pointed out in his letter.
Student apathy concerning "original
writing" is indicative of the problem
facing American universities today.
Whereas universities in the past have
sought to develop the individual
student, the college environment of
today serves to fasten the student
into a mold amenable to American
business interests.
That this lament on the quality of
higher education is not original in no
1 o the I door
way deters from its cogency.
The simple fact is that many
college courses are dry and of no
particular value to the student. For
one to write a required term paper in
a standard college course is the
ultimate bummer. Under such
conditions we can hardly expect the
student to respond aggressively to
term paper assignments.
I was particularly disturbed by
the unfair insinuation Prof. Young
made pertaining to Jim Smith's
academic abilities. It would seem to
me that in a proper academic
atmosphere, individuals should
discuss ideas objectively without
sarcastic reference to personal
qualities.
Still vying for space
After receiving much reavtion to
your coverage of the present state of
the Marsh Island Day Care Center, I
have discovered that there are many
questions still unanswered.
irst, however, let me esphasire
that it is not MY day care center but
rather one with a board of directorsincluding myself and members of the
community and faculty whose aim is
to organite this to wive the entire
university. community..
Many faculty members have
approached me and said that they did
not know about the day care center
nor that nt was Illg for space
 "Iththe faculty club and had signed
pledges without this know ledge.
I would also like to emphaswe
that if the Newman Center were
Oven for student use through Dr.
Kaplan's office it %you'd have
included much more than just a day
Care center.
In essence. it would have beer,
EFTTERS
Letters must be less than 300
words, typed, double-spaced, and
in our hands by 5 p.m. Monday.
Letters must hear valid
signatures and addresses. Names
will be withheld upon request.
ANARD
Five dollars will he paid to the
person writing the best story of
the week, in the opinion of the
editorial staff. All students are
eligible, with the exception of
CAMPUS editorial staff menbers.The deadline for all stories is
Tuesday' noon.
East week's award went to
Sharon Locke, a sophomorejournalism major for her story onlot. al radio stations.
The Maine CAMPUS is publishedThursdays during the college yearby students of the University ofMaine in Orono. Subscription rate
- $2 30 per semester, $4 .00 Peryear. Local advertising rate 
-$2.00 per column inch. Editorialand business offices located atI 0* Lord Ilall, University ofMaine, Orono, Maine 044 73.
Telephone (207) 551-7531 .Represented for national
advertising by NationalEducational Advertising Services,a division of Readers Digest Salesand services, Inc., 360 LexingtonAvenue, New York, New York,0017. Second claas postage paidat Orono. Maine, 04473.
Paul Gauvreau
made a multi-purpose building to
alleviate sonic of the pressure tor
spacing on campus.
I do not believe that the spacing
committee had all necessary
information available to them when
they reached their decision.
Therefore, I would recommend
reconsideration of the decision made
concerning Newman so that each
party can justify. its needs.
Nancy Churchill
1,1••
..."1 •
DM FINGER AWARD
fellangious facsimile of fecal
fulmination to be presented
weekly to the individual or group
most deserving (in the huni'
estimation of this paper) of 54 ,,
negative notoriety.
This week the disparaging digit
delivers its disheveled self to the
cherubic chairman of the t nited
States Olympic committee. Avery
Brundage.
There can he no doubt, the
finger feels, that he is responsible
for that fiery fulmination of fire
found on the library steps marked
with the dubiously distinctive five
rings of the Olympic committee.
The finger feels that though the
burning bowl atop brought bile to
those who deplore the blackened
air it scorched does not, in itself,
deserve the fury of the flippant
filange.
It is the stolid (nay. sordid)
stupidity of the Greek ians who
supert.eded the briefly 'cladrunner
to the very steps of our meager
akademic acropolis, the library,
tooting horns and acting generally
childish all the way that raises the
finger's awesome ire.
to Mr. Brundage and the
tollinvers of the flame, the finger
proposes this hemlok k toast:
"Here's to the (.reeks"
april 22,
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the maine campus
WM EB refutes
to the Editor:
We take exception to Miss
Locke's article article of April 15, in
which she made several inaccurate
statements concerning the
programming of WMEB-FM.
Hist of all, Miss Locke's attitude
during the interview was not at all in
conformity with usual journalistic
procedures and courtesy. She did not
state that she was from the CAMPUS,
giving the impression that she was
doing research for some sort of term
paper.
Furthermore, her attitude was
quite hostile and she spent a good
deal of time haranguing WMEB-FM
for not programming exclusive
underground-progressive music.
At the present time. WMEB-FM is
programming more progressive rock
(12 hours) than any other type of
music, excepting easy-listening (17
hours). Contrary to the misquote in
the article, both easy-listening AND
To the Editor:
Circus (not Electric Circus) have
received an excellent response. Circus
also features Musicians Classified,
Traveler's Friend ( a radio ride
board), Lost Pet Report, Music News
telling of local concerts, and two
newscasts that highlight stories not
heard on commercial stations.
We feel that we serve the various
tastes of the campus community, as
well as the greater community, quite
well. We would suggest that you
conduct a survey before assuming the
preferences of University students.
We would really like to see you
undertake some thorough
investigations to produce a more
valid and realistic report on the same
subject.
Rick Johnston
Dir. of Pub. Affairs
Chris Gleason
Prod./Dir. of CIRCUS
Reporter refutes refute
I would like to reply to the letter
from Rick Johnston and Chris
Gleason, concerning my article of
April 15.
I did state, to Mr. Johnston, that
I was from the Maine CAMPUS and
that 1 was doing a story on the
programming of the area radio
stations. I do not know where he got
the idea that I was doing "research
for some sort of term paper."
I do not consider my attitude to
have been hostile. I visited
WMEB-FM with the intention of
receiving some good, straight
answers. It is too bad that Mr.
Johnston considers a determined,
forthright attitude to be "hostile."
Nor did I "harangue" W'MEB-FM for
not programming exclusive
underground music. Instead, I
suggested that WMEB might program
MORE underground music than it
now does.
I accept the blame for the
printing of "Electric Circus" as the
name of the Saturday night show,
instead of the correct title. "Circus."
However. I will not accept the blame
for the misquote concerning the
To the Editor:
response to "Circus." In my original
copy. I stated that "Electric Circus"
had not received a tremendous
response.
The person who edited my copy
changed the phrase to read "there has
been little response to 'Electric
Circus'. There is obviously a great
deal of difference between the two
phrases. I am sorry that the change
was made, but I have no control over
the copy editors.
Mr. Johnston and Mr. Gleason
state that "We feel that we serve the
various tastes of the campus
community, as well as the greater
community, quite well," and suggest
that the CAMPUS conduct a survey
to determine what University
students prefer.
I would suggest to WMEB-I'M,
and to Mr. Johnston and Mr.
Gleason, that THEY conduct a
survey to determine how satisfied
University students are with the
programming of WME13. It is possible
they would learn that they are not
satisfying the campus community as
well as they might think.
Sharon Locke
Please pick me up
I am one of those student at UMO
who live in Old Town and does not
have a car. I would like to address
myself to certain students who live in
Old Town and do have cars.
irst of all, just for a momentplace
yourself in my position: It's 8:45
a.m. and I have a c!ass at nine. I'm
hitchhiking from Old 1 own. It's
obvious I'm a student headed for
class as I have texts and notebooks in
hand,
to' A car approaches. A young
man looking much like a student is
driving, and y es! There is a U of M
sticker on his rear window. It is
highly probable that he is a fellow
student also headed for a 9 a.m. class.
I confidently whip out my thumb.
look the fellow in the eye, and smile.
But, alas! The wretched creature
continues down the road without
even acknowledging my existence. As
the car disappears into the west, I say
Sex symposium
fantastic
to the 1 door
the General Student Senate.
Distinguished Lecture Series. Central
Dorn) Activities Board, and
Associated Women Students are to be
congratulated on their sponsoring of
the Symposium on Human Sexuality'
here. 11 he Coordinating Committee
did a fantastic job in facilitating the
guest lecturers "to explore and define
human sexuality where we are now
... v.- here are we going?"
It is my hope that future
symposiums on human sexuality will
be sponsored here to bring
enlightenment to our morass Of
pluralistic sexual confusion. I hese
are a MUS't for those human beings
who realize sexuality is more than a
series of one-night-stands.
ranklin Walter
to myself, "a scholar perhaps, but
certainly not a gentlemen."
Now the point to all of this is that
although I realize it's not my decision
whether you pick me up on the road.
I do think that anyone who is going
to identify himself as a student with
decals. rings, and jackets. should be
willing to recognize other students
and treat them as fellow members of
a community of scholars.
My proposal is this: Students ss ho
do not care to pick up other students
should not have "University. of
Maine" written all the way across
their rear windows.
Remember. I'll be by the side of
the road to spit on the ground as ou
pass, laugh at those of you who look
guilty as you go by, and contemplate
all the bad Karma you're building up.
('harks J. McGillicuddy
Where's Women's
lib?
lo the tditor
hatever happened to women's
lib on campus? Everywhere these
days we are haunted by a
proliferation of campaign signs. And,
of .the vast majority, the names of
men occupy the top two slots.
What is the matter, girls? Were all
those cutting words about male
chauvinism merely masochistic
rhetoric? That appears to be the ease.
I specially, when so few of you seem
to feel qualified to be president or
%Ike president of anything on campus
when men are among the contenders.
1 emminity per se may not be the
best qualification for nomination to
political office. But, at least. you
would look good even if you were
not doing good. And that is one hell
of a lot more than can be said for
sonic of the present male incumbents
of high office on this campus.
1 rank S. Jennings
Abolish semester system
by Jack Simpson
It's time for some drastic changes
in the semester system, and the first
change should be to get rid of the
system altogether. The last change
that occurred in the system at UMO
was in 1898 and that was a wrong
decision.
It was voted not to end the
semester before Christmas vacation
but to extend the semester through
the end of January. The University
should throw out the semester
system and replace it with a six-week,
five-term system.
Most students at the university
take ten courses per year or five
courses each semester. A number of
problems are presented to the
student in taking five courses at one
time.
One cannot devote as much time
as he would like on a single subject
for fear of falling behind in the other
four. He has the problem of studying
for five final exams to be taken in
one week.
And, though not planned, there
arc always the numerous prelims that
come up on the same day whether it
be right before Thanksgiving or
spring vacation.
Instead of taking five courses in
two terms, in the new plan, one
would take two courses in five terms.
Each term would be six weeks long.
The 1970-71 calendar under the new
system would have been like this:
TERM 1
Sept. 21 Classes begin
Oct. 30 Classes end
TERM II
Nov. 2 Classes begin
Nov. 20 Thanksgiving break
Nov. 30 Classes resume
Dec. Classes end
Christmas break
TERM III
Jan. 4 Classes begin
Feb. 12 Classes end
Winter vacation
TERM IV
teb. 22 Classes begin
Apr. 2 Classes end
Spring vacation
TERM V
Apr. 12 Classes begin
May 21 Classes end
The present system has 32 weeks
while the new system would have
only thirty. The two weeks that are
presently wasted with final exams
have been cut from the academic
year allowing that much more time
for the student to earn money to
cover the rising costs of education.
Final exams would be taken during
the last class meeting of the term.
The amount of time a class meets
per week per subject would
approximately double. A three-credit
course presentlymecting three hours a
week would meet six hours per week.
With a person taking two-fifths the
number of courses, the amount of
classroom study would actually
decrease in hours per week.
Here are a few of the benefits the
six week system would present:
* It would allow the student to
become more involved in a course
without the fear of falling behind
in four other courses. There
would be only one other course in
most cases.
* There would only be two finals at
the end of a term, and at the
most, two prelims on one day.
• It would be an incentive to the
faculty to break away from the
traditional lecture type of
instruction that many students
can neither handle nor enjoy.
* It would free more classroom
space for either smaller class size
or more classes.
• It would tie in with the summer
session already in existence. This
might lead to a seven-term system
that would continue through the
summer, where a student could
take any five terms or all seven
terms in one year.
* It would help to alleviate the
problem of course conflicts. It
being easier to wait six or twelve
weeks to take a course than wait a
semester or a year as happens
under the present system.
There are those who may
question the capability of a student
to learn a course in six weeks. One
has only to look at the eight-week
courses or the summer session
presently being offered at the
university for the answer.
In talking with a high school
administrator whose school has
recently gone to the semester system
from yearly studies, he commented
that modern education is designed to
cram as much as possible into a
student in the shortest period of
time. That is what this six-week
system would do while making it
easier for the student in the process.
A system such as this would not
have been feasible years ago, but with
the use of computers in registration it
can now be used. If the university
would like to try a system like this
on an experimental basis, I would
like to be the first to volunteer.
Spring fever here
by Sue Gagne
I LASH NEWS BULL! TIN:
Sudden burst of spring hypnotizes
UMO students, causing them to do
many strange things as they are
affected by Spring Fever.
Persons coming in contact with
Spring Eeverites are asked to join
them. An official list of
recommended feverites has finally
been made available to the public.
FAVORABLE I:FA/EMUS
1-1 he Bike Tyke: Usually seen
gliding around campus. leacmg a
delightful air of freedom behind him.
1 ound to be an outstanding carrier of
the S.I . germ.
2-The I.risbee Melee: Game
played by I everites of both sexes.
Their favorite habitat is a mall.
3-the Cone ticker: Frequently a
female I•everite and can be seen
leaving the Bear's Den with a cone in
hand and a look of extreme
satisfaction on her face.
4-I he Jogger: Generally a male
teverite, wearing sweat pants or
shorts, sweatshirt, sweat socks, andjogging shoes. Ilas very predominant
symptom of accomplishnivint. Good
contact for S.I .
5-The Singing Guitarist: Most
prevalent in spring. Often found in
Union lounges or front steps.
Attract. many potential I eVerlIeS.
6-The Studious: Found to be
faithful 1•everite. I njoy. s fresh air.
Occupies lawns, trees, and roof of
car.
7:1 he Mechanic: •Xlso enjo).
fresh air w hen mingled with the sce iii
of gasoline, oil, and tires. I ound
under the hood of a car. GoodS.I
contact for potential male I everitcs.
8-1 he Curb Sitter: Content
1 everite. Usually in the company of J
friend, I requents warm, sunny spots.
9-1 he Convertible Driver:
teverite w ho is always ready for
action. Loves exhilarating, open-air
drive in the country. Also exhilarates
others with his car horn when the
fun-loving symptom of SI. reoccurs.
10-A Dog: Why not? When given
friendly, playful attention, he'll make
any potential I cverite into a genuine
carrier of S.1 . I hat also goes for
cats, canaries, hamsters, fish, ducks,
ants
11-1 he I ennis Player: Ft:verde
possessing great determination. Usual
habita[ on warm spring di1).s is the
tennis court. Can be identified by
Spalding tennis racket. Well known
carrier of S.1 .
2-The lover: Best transmitter sit
Spring I ever. I ocated in vs here, an
sex. Potential S.I .'s are guaranteed
spring fever or their MOrley back.
13-1 he Whistler: I m port a n t
Icy cote because of tremendous
ability. to spread S.I• Person.
contacting him are assured of instant
everabildy.
14-1 he Smiler Selevted as\b,,I
Valuable I event.: due to her instant
transmission of spring lever. Nine out
of lo smilers are appointed annual"
to the American 1 event.
Association. 1 o contact
look any v. here.
15-1 he kite 1 lyer. Identified 1,•,
his posture oh perfect balance asr.
beseethe. his us mg feathered :
to continue its enviable caprice vs it
the wind. ihe kite I Is en is also secr
running. laughing. and moaning as hi
kite dips through the atmosphere :in.!
scoops it up again.
Students who do not develop art".
symptoms of S.I . are asked to report
to the infirmary immediately to be
quarantined and disinfected.
Veazie apartment: a mouse trap?
by George Vallejo
Not too long ago. I was awakened
in the middle of a sexual fantasy by a
shriek from my roommate. We live in
a Veazie apartment.
"Hey, there's an animal in the
closet," he said almost hysterically.
Still intoxicated with sleep, it
took me a few seconds to grasp the
situation.
"It's probably mice." I finally
said.
"Sounds more like a fox," said
my roommate unconvinced.
"Quick, " I said, "shut the door,
and we'll starve him to death."
We kicked the door shut. We
listened. It was still roaming around
in there.
"The only problem." said my
roommate, "is that my stash is in
there. It will probably eat it."
"OK. that does it," I said gravely.
"We'll just have to do him in."
"Now"
"What's the matter, you
chicken"
"No, I'm your roommate,
remember? Besides you don't want
to wake up the other mice, do you?"
"OK, tomorrow morning," I said.
Armed with the most effective
weapons rn mice warfare, ski poles
(preferably balanced), a frying pan
(teflon coated to facilitate cleaning).
and an old pair of shoes (most
effective if spiked), the three of us
planned our strategy. Our neighbor,
Joe, had insisted on helping us.
"I have three years of experience
at this," he claimed.
I joked trying to hide my.
inexperience at this sort of thing.
"The moce," I said pointing at
the closet "must be a communist
plot."
Joe agreed.
"tees get it over with," he said,
the muscles in his body had
become tense with anticipation. His
eyes sparkled. My roommate opened
the closet door and from the top
shelf, a mouse dove fearlessly at him,
bounced off his chest and darted
away - - followed by a ski pole, an
old baseball spike and J tetlon-coated
skillet.
"I got 'ern. I got 'cm," raved Joe.
"Good shot," what else could I
say.
Joe tied the rodent's tail to a
string and hung him from the light
fixture, to 1110W other mice the fate
that awaited them if they ventured
into our abode.
1 hat night, feeling secure, I
quickly plunged into sleep, hoping to
pick up where I had left off the night
before, only to be awakened again.
This time by loud music.
"What the hell is that," I said.
"It's Jimi Hendrix. Someone is
downtairs playing our stereo," said
my roommate from the other room.
Noiselessly we inched our was
downstairs. I peaked through the key
hole of the kitchen door.
"'they're eating our food and
drinking our booze," I said
disfustedly.
"Yeah, and one or them is rollin):
a joint, look!" added my roommate
On the other side of that key hole
a group of mice were sitting around
the kitchen table having a friendly
card game.
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I UMO student tells of Viet atrocitieslafter attending leftist women's mee ng 
"I was tortured savagely. by
American GIs in South Vietnam.
After spending six years in many
jails, my friends were surprised to
find me still alive."
This statement was made by one
of six Indochinese women who
visited Toronto between April 9-13,
to take part in an international
conference of women.
Over 500 women gathered to
discuss ways to stop the war, the
tragedy of imperialism, racism, and
how these things affect everyone all
over the world. But most of the
rhetoric and concern centered on the
war. As one woman from Saigon put
it:
"Since men always talk of peace
and yet have permitted wars to break
out and continue on, let women
shoulder the task men have failed to
carry out, and through united effort
achieve real peace for their children."
Belinda Huston, a senior English
major at UMO, represented AWS and
the women from UMO at the
conference. She said never before
have women from North Veitnam,
Laos, and South Vietnam come to
meet on North American soil to
discuss would-be problems.
Women came from all over the
world: South America; Red China;
the Dominican Republic; and
representatives of the 3rd world
countries (lesser powers) in Africa
and elsewhere.
From the U.S. came welfare
workers from Detroit;
Mexican-American Chicanas; young
lords representing Puerto Rican
women; and women's liberation
groups from all over the country.
The six women from Indochina
were the special guests of the
conference, and were given
preferential treatment. Heavy
security was imposed by the women
themselves to preclude them from
any harm. Everyone entering the
conference hall was searched for
weapons and pointed objects.
Each Indochinese woman made a
formal presentation to the
conference. They read statements
about themselves and how' the war
has affected their lives. In some cases
they showed slides and movies to
further illustrate the results of war.
One woman, a housewife from
South Vietnam told of her six-year
ordeal in prison camps all over
Vietnam. She related incidents of
savage torture at the hands of
American officers and by the
Vietnamese under GI supervision.
One of her sisters was killed by
shelling. Another sister and younger
brother are now teaching in a
liberated zone in South Vietnam. She
has a daughter who has been jailed
four times for "political war crimes."
The first time this woman was
jailed, she was tortured by having
pins and bamboo shoots driven under
her fingernails, in an attempt to get
her to confess her crimes. Later she
said the torture was imposed
senselessly rather than for anv
reason. Electrodes were attached to
her ears, breats and genitals. Her
stomach was filled with water and
DAILY PICK-UP
SERVICE
HILLSON
CLEANERS
************
18 MILL STREET
ORONO MAINE
TELEPHONE 866 3647
then stumped upon. She said she was
not allowed to bathe for nine months
- her hair was fullof sweat, blood and
lice.
Later she said she was moved to
another prison at Con Son. Here she
lived in a stone underground cell 2.5
s 1.5 meters with 15 to 22 other
people. She was given one glass of
water every 24 hours, she said. And
once a week one bucket of
excrement was allowed to be brought
out of each cell. To survive, the
women cut their hair and sold it to
the guards for their wives for falls.
She said the camp was run by an
American lieutenant colonel, a
captain, and a lieutenant.
She was imprisoned again at
another spot on the mainland she
said. Here soap was put in her mouth,
then water. She was hung by her hair.
She wore a muzzle and shackles that
had "Made in the U.S.A." stamped
on them, she said.
During her six years in prison she
lost 30 pounds and her weight
declined to 86 lbs. When she was
finally released and was able to reach
a liberated zone, her friends didn't
recognize her. They had thought she
was dead.
She also said that since President
Nixon took office, 26,000 additional
prisoners have been jailed in Con Son
alone, raising the number there to
28,000. Con Son is only an aver4e
sized prison by Vietnamese
standards. The number of prisons has
increased five-fold since 1968.
Atrocities attributed to the
Vietnamese, under American
supervision they said, include:
burning the prisoners' bellies, slicing
their flesh, driving pins underneath
their fingernails, through their
tongues or genitals, hammering the
prisoners' vital places, driving 10 cm
nails into the prisoners' tibiae, tying
their arms and legs then throwing
them into the water, putting
prisoners into bags filled with sand
and exposing them in the sun until
they die.
Mrs. Huston said she doesn't
think the Indochinese women were at
the conference for propaganda
purposes. She said she got to know
them on a personal basis and feels
they are a beautiful people.
"It is important to realizethat the
Vietnamese aren't gooks," she said.
"They love their country and just
want to be free."
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UMO alumnus, now GI in Texas,
says "new army" looks a lot like old
The "new action Army" is not
new at all, according to a 1970 UMO
graduate drafted seven months ago.
"It looks a whole lot like the same
old Army to me," he says.
The graduate, a former CAMPUS
staff writer who asked not to be
identified, complained in a letter to
this paper that the improvements the
Army has made over the past year to
make life more palatable for the
troops have not caught up to Fort
Hood, Texas, where he is stationed
with the Second Armored Division.
"You won't mind the Army if
you like sleeping in 30-degree
temperatures inside a barracks
because the brass declared it
'summer' in March and shut off the
heat," he writes.
"The Army will be new to you if
you like being told that you won't be
paid if you don't get your hair cut - -
even though it is already cut well
within Army regulations."
Ex-G.1.'s agree also to a man that
Fort Hood is one of the niost
gung-ho bases within the U. S. Tough
inspections arc held every Saturday
morning, usually with field gear laid
out on display.
Troops must wear well-pressed
and heavily starched uniforms every
day. Barracks have to pass a rigid
daily inspection for cleanliness. But
Fort Hood is not typical of most
other Army posts.
"Sure, there are go-go girls in
enlisted men's clubs." he writes of
the Army's recent relaxation of strict
rules governing entertainment in
NCO clubs. "But if your idea of a
good time is sitting in a World War II
vintage building drinking 3.2 per cent
beer with 18-year-old enlistees.
listening to a Saturday night Orono
High School Band, while some
semi-beautiful thing wiggles her ass
FREE INFORMATION —
SAFE. LEGAL
ABORTION
IN NEW YORK
SCHEDULED IMMEDIATELY
(212) TR 7-8562
MRS. SAUL
CERTIFIED ABORTION REFERRAL
All InquIrios CorifIci•ritIol
ViArtA
Watch Repair
All makdb
Watch, clock and jewelry repair
We also carry jewelry and gifts.
39 Park St. Bangor
reminding you of how long you have
gone without some, then I guess the
'new' Army is for you.
"You like returning after serving
your country, with a medical profile
that stipulates that you must stay
away from loud noises, heavy
equipment, and any circumstances
that would be dangerous if you
should black out. And then being
forced to work in the motor pool of
the largest armored division in the
world.
"You really enjoy having your
lockers cut open for shakedown
inspection in your absence, and your
belongings strewn all over and left
that way to have them grabbed up by
the barracks thieves.
"You like being beaten nearly to
death by the barracks psychopaths
while everyone looks on. Everyone
looks on, of course, because they
know they will suffer the same fate if
they say anything - - your attacker
will go free because your West Point
grad commanding officer hasn't got
the courage to press charges. You
may also find this ninny has, through
his own stupidity, driven a 52-ton
tank through the motorpool fence, or
managed to crush a new jeep beneath
its tracks.
"You happen to be black and you
are followed everywhere by the
Central Investigation Division
because you are considered the "ring
leader" behind every devious activity
that goes on in the barracks.
"You enjoy working for an
organization that cannot guarantee
you three full meals a day, yet can
afford to have you take crowbars to
headlights and have you jump up and
down on mufflers so their accounting
books will balance."
In the last paragraph of his letter,
the alumnus wrote, "1 don't really
know why I wrote this. Perhaps it has
something to do with reading about
pacified college campuses. Anyway,
it is good food for thought."
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Contributions to Alumni Assn. may top
RL
1 he director of the IMO Alumni
Association said Fuesday that he
expects more funds will be
contributed to the university this
year than last y ear, despite the
nationwide recession that has cut
donations to many colleges.
Donald M. Stewart said that
6,813 alumni donated S160,322.54
to UMO last year. By March 31,
S121.681.63 had been contributed.
The fiscal year ends June 30. 13y
then, Stewart said, he expects
S165,000 will have been contributed.
which will be 55.000 more than last
year's amount.
About one of every six 1510
alumni contributed to CSIO last year.
Stewart indicated. Stewart has on file
the names and addresses of 37,121
alumni.
But the association receives
contrihuttons from other sources
Stewart. It
'ABORTION AND BIRTH
CONTROL HELP. CALL
BILL BAIRD. DIRECT&
OF NON —PROFIT
PARENT'S AID SOCIE1
who established the nation's t.[
abortion and birth control cente
eight years ago, helping thousanc
get safe, low cost abortions. An
.)ne, regardless of age or marital
-taws will be helped. ST P —
2ONF IDENTIA L.
-40 REFERRAL FEE.
CALL 516-538-2626
from the university
administration to maintain alumni
records, the Alumni Center itself, and
utilities tor the building in w hi Ii the
centei is located.
It also receives funds from wills of
deceased and gifts froni corporations.
But Stewart said he could not ten
the total amount the university
received last
II he travel and postage budgets
are also costly he added.
wenditures allowing one of the
directors to travel to alumni meetings
across the country must be paid for
vs ith the funds. Changes in
maintaining alumni records.
invitations. letters, supplies, and
printing costs are all paid for by
Chiefs take exam
Security Police ChiefWilliam
Tynan and Deputy. Chief Robert
Picucci have still not been notified of
their pudes on a competitive written
examination given 1 eb. 9 for persons
interested in filling the post of chief
of police of the Bangor Police
Department.
'r• nun said: "I really doubt that I
will take the position if it is offered
to niv unless, of course. they want to
double ins prcs.- nt salary. I
contributions.
the Alumni Association is
independently established with its
own council of 26 members and five
officers. Its role and actions,
however, are interdependent w ith the
university itselt. It is legally a private
organization, but it is not
in
he Alumni Association, aside
front its duty to alumni members,
also ass ards grants and scholarships
each year. 1 ast year, according to
Stewart. X55.000 was given for
student scholarships. President
Winthrop C. I ibby received SI,500
to use at his own personal discretion
for his services during the year.
1)r Hobert Graves: head of the
for Bangor P. D.
just took the test tor experience. I've
taken many of them before. It's just
to keep up with how the test
questions change, so that if sometime
I am serious about applying for a
position, I will know generally what
the competitive exam will cover."
Picucci said: "I can't really say if
I will take the job if it is offered to
me. It depends on many factors; it's
not cut-and-dry'. I'll only know after
I talk with Ow offi,ials in Bangor.''
BASS WE EJUNS BASS TACKS
FOR ME\ AND WOMEN
CURRAN CO. BOOT SHOP
72 MAIN ST. DOWNTOWN BANGOR
This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.
In a year when every car moker seems to begiving you one reason or another not to buy oVolkswagen Beetle, it might be a good idea tolisten to the best reason:
Volkswagen's Super Beetle.
It has almost twice the luggage space as the
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engine.
It has a new suspension system for a smoother
ride.
It has a flow-through ventilation system to bringin fresh air when the windows are closed.
The interior is, to be honest, much nicer.
The floor, for example, is fully carpeted.
In all, it has 89 things you could never find on a
Beetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear this year by car
makers thcv their cars ore "better than a Beetle,"
there's only one car maker with 25 years experi-
ence in small cars to bock it up.
Volkswagen.
PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN
307 HOGAN ROAD
BANGOR TEL. 947-0121
last year's
Student Health Center. was given
$18,000 for new equipment. The
philosophy department was given
S1,000 toward the Ronald A.
Levenson Book Collection. and the
ni usic department was awarded
S1.000 to supplement the Sprague
Memorial Music Professorship.
An aWard of S1,500 is given each
year to an "esteemed" faculty'
member. During student elections
each student is asked to nominate
one faculty. member who might be
worthy of the honor.
A grant of $800 was given to ETVfor broadcasting and analyzing
several of last year's basketballgames. The UMO cheerleaders
received S200 for new uniforms, andthe Maine Hockey Club was awardedS200 for sweaters.
The Alumni Association staffincludes three directors, one editor,
and seven clerical workers.
Refusing to give his own salary,Stewart said the overall budgeted
amount for the 11 employees(including himself) for this year was$59,250. However, by June 30. he
anticipates that $52,000 will actuallyhave been paid out and that the
organization will be approximately$7,000 under the payroll expensebudget.
TIRES
Si WKLY
Economy Furniture
Old Town 827-2484
POLYNESIAN - AMERICAN
Restaurant and Lounge
Open 7 Days A Week
Special Busanessman's
Luncheon
950 and up
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
SERVED AT WAIKIKI LOUNGE
Penobscot Pleas, Banger
!Editors named forPrism, magazine
Peggy Howard of Orrington.
junior journalism major, has been
named editor of the 1971-72 PRISM,
the LIMO yearbook, and Alan Jones
of Milford, a sophomore history
major, has been selected as business
manager.
Miss Hoy% aid. 21 has worked for
the past two years compiling
information on organizations and
fraternities and sororities for the
PRISM. She is a former editorial
editor of the CAMPUS.
She is a member of Delta Delta
Delta Sorority and is a former
member of the York Hall executive
council.
Jones, 24. is a U. S. Navy veteran
and is a pitcher on the varsity
baseball team. He is a Dean's List
student and has previously worked as
an electronics technician, a shipping
and receiving clerk, retail sales clerk
and university switchboard operator.
In another appointment, the
Publications Committee named
Jonathan L. White of Brunswick
editor of the student literary
magazine. White worked last year as a
reporter for the Maine CAMPUS. He
has been a staff member of this year's
literary magazine, ONAN.
He has had poetry published in an
anthology of college poetry, in
POETRY PAGEANT, and in Bachaet
Magazine & Co.
VINER'S
Fast Guaranteed
-- REPAIR --
SERVICE
• Radios
• Television
• Tape
• Recorders
• Record
Players
• Amplifiers
• Band
Instruments
• Piano Tuning
Tel.
945-9494
Classified
WATERBEDS ARI SWEEPING
THE COUNTRY
Everyone says, —Two things are
better on a waterbed and one of
them is sleep.— The flowing rythm
of water literally follows the
sleeper gradually reaching perfect
stillness as you settle into place
for a heavenly rest that holds no
backaches, muscle tension - - just
pure ecstasy and a sea of dreams
Old Town - Pushaw Lake. Cottage
for sale. For information write to
Mrs. George H. Martin at 184
Middle Street, 04468, or call
827-4018. her home. this cottage
is furnished on a lot with 65 feet
of frontage and an extra low 100
x 60. It has an electric kitchen.
bath, shower fieldstone fireplace
and hot and cold running water.
It has a loft with four beds and
one bedroom downstairs. A large
MUSICIANS needed - Summer
coffeehouse opening in New
Hampshire's lakes region. Write:
Snapdragon Cafe, Box 412.
Wolfeboro, N.H. Phone
603-569-2485.
MEN of all trades to NORTH
SLOPE, ALASKA, and theindeed, living r oom, a sun porch and 
knotty pine. Very rustic.
YUKON, up to $2800 a month.
For complete information writeVt ATERBED HISTORY:
Designed by and for hospitals for to Job Research, P.O. Box 161,
Stn-A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3better body conformation and
weight displacement but now its
in the bedroom, YEH!
to cover cost.
Summer EuropeDELUXE MODEL
$49.95 Boeing 707 *S199' Single Manual HARPSICHORD
with big tone, adequate for
KING SIZE 6 ft. x 7 ft. June I 1 -Sept. 4 NY/LON itrr medium-sized concert hall. SolidThe world's finest quality June 25 - Aug. 28 NY/ION RI!' Cherry cabinet. $800.00waterbed carrying a 10-year June 19- Aug 27 BOS/LON Rrr Also 4': octave Clavichordguarantee.
Student & Faculty finished with heavy rosewood
Price based on 40 seats veneer. $400.00. BothSend check or money for
instruments are hand crafted.immediate delivery to:
(all 581-7637 Camden, 236-2189.
TROPICAL WATERBEDS Claudia Charette
Box 2243 14-7-101
Hammond, Indiana 4632.1
;Economy models are also This Sat. Apr. 24 at 10 p.m.available in all sizes.)
GOINC ON LEAVE?
the Country Jamboree,
Erankensteins seen weekly onWould Channel 7 will be broadcast live
you like to make ChE Prof would like to rent Profs and in color from the Memorial
money for your sorority,
fraternity, any project or just for
yourself? Sell waterbeds. we have
a price set up for dealers and
Orono home. Dr. R. Shelden, 158
Curtis Street, Somerville. Mass.
02144
Gym. Sponsored by Pi Beta Phi.
Tickets at the door S.75. Proceeds
will benefit the Marsh Island Dayorganizations. Care Center.
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Tennis team hopes dim
after loss of first 2 games
In their first two matches of the
year, coach Brud Fo*et's tennis
troups started what seems to be a
dim season as they were shut out by
Rhode Island, 9-0 and just avoided
another shutout at the hands of
LiConn Huskies, 8-1.
The Bears, having lost the services
of lettermen Jim Royles and Allan
Co!pills, averted a shutout only by
their No. I doubles team of captain
Warren Shay and Jim Sutherland,
Friday at Storrs.
Rhode Island's forces then made
Maine's tennis outlook even dimmer
Saturday, when no Bear individual or
doubles team could manage a win.
The two matches may indicate
that one of Maine's worst seasons in
the sport in several years is
forthcoming. And in State Series
competition things don't look much
better for the Bear tennis club.
The Yankee Conference
championships that Maine will host
next Friday and Saturday, when thebest college tennis to be played in the
state this year is expected. seems tobe shaping up as the only bright spotin the Bears' tennis season.
In State Series play. l'olger
expects only to beat Bates, and in the
YanCon competition the young
coach expects Maine only to be able
to compete with New Hampshire.
Therefore, it is truly a building
year for the Black Bear net squad,and
Folger has named his starting singles
competitors - - consisting mainly of
underclassmen. Sutherland, a junior,
will fill the No. I slot; Shay, a senior,
No. 2; Greg England, a sophomore,
No. 3; Brian Bisson. a sophomore,
No. 4; Rich Burke, a freshman, No.
5: and Gordon Watts, another
sophomore, No. 6.
Track team beats Colby, 85-69;
three records set; Glinton stars
Two new meet records and a
triple win by sophomore whiz
Maurice Glinton carried the Black
Bear tracksters to an 85-69 victory
over Colby in the first outdoor track
meet for the host Bears Thursday.
Maine won only eight of the 18
events, but depth was the difference
as the Bear club took numerous
second and third places.
Altogether, three meet records
were set. Bear captain Jim Good won
the 440 in 49.8 seconds to break the
previous mark of 50.9; and the Maine
440 relay team of glinton, Steve
Belanger, Ray Talton, and Jim Vick
won in 43.9 to set a record in that
event.
Colby's Dana Fitts won the pole
vault at 13'6" to better the old mark
of 13'.
Three other record-tying
performances v,ere disallowed
because of the high winds as (Anton
UNION ST. & GRIFFIN ROAD
NEED HELP?
Upstate Abortion
Referral Service
Our service can provide a
sale, legal alternative to youi
problem with minimal cost
and delay.
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at\N
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Sewing Machines
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fabrics
60 Columbia St. Banior
Tel. 945-3473
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tied the 100-yd. dash record of 10.0
seconds: Bear John LeShane's 15.2 in
the high hurdles tied the old mark;
and the Mules' Don Blake posted a
220-yd. dash time of 21.5 seconds
tying the mark in that event.
Glinton garnered firsts in the
100-yd. dash, long jump and triplejump. He also finished second to
Blake in the 220.
Jim Cook also gained a first in the
hammer throw for the Maine squad,
which will host New Hampshire,
Saturday.
Women's Softball Set
The Women's Recreation
Association (WRA) is holding softball
games between 4 and 5:30 p.m. from
Monday to Friday until the spring
semester finals.
The games will be held at Lengyel
Hall field. All university women may
participate.
UMO golfers hit the road,
losing three games, winning one
With very little outdoor practice
behind them, the Maine varsity golf
team traveled south for their first
competition of the year - - two
tri-team matches -. last week and
came home with a 1-3 record.
Thursday the Bear golfers met
Rhode Island and Connecticut, losing
to both teams by tallies of 6-1 and
51/2-1! 2, respectively. Bob Paquet, the
number three man on the Maine club
behind captain Dan Morse and senior
Bob Hamilton, grabbed the Bear's
sole win in the meet with an 86.
Following a day off and a practice
round at the Ellington Ridge Country(lub, where the New I. ngland meet
will be held May 6-7. the Bear club
took on to fine teams in St.
Anselm's and Dartmouth. The result
was somewhat better, with Maine
beating St. A's, 5-2, and losing to
Dartmouth, 6-1.
Contemplating the two matches
and looking forward to the rest of
the season, coach Chappelle said,
"We're going to see a steady
improvement. This was our boys'
first outdoor competition of the
year, while the teams we played had
been outside for at least three
weeks."
Dartmouth was number one in
New England last year and hadn't
lost a scheduled match in two years
until St. A's downed them 4-3,
Sigs cop campus softball title
After smashing Phi Kappa Sigma
13-0 for the campus fraternity
softball championship last week.
Kappa Sigma fraternity held off a
determined Gannett Hall Four team
to gain the campus title by a score of
8-7 last Thursday.
Richie "Admiral" Garrett led the
way for the Sigs, banging out three
hits for five runs batted in. lie was
chosen Most Valuable Player of the
fraternity series.
Reggie Beaulieu handled the
pitching duties for the Sip, gainine
the victory.
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BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK, ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN-
INGFUL GIFT.
-- Largest Shop in Maine
End of Toll Bridge Brewer, Maine
Open -9-9 Tel. 942-8563
Mother's Day is May 9th
Whatever that special gift may be, you'll
surely find it at the PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
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Saturday. And confirming his stand, 261, Hamilton with 262, and DickChappelle pointed out that although Blake with 264.Dartmouth defeated Maine, the Bears
in turn defeated St. A's. Junior lettermen Mike Bourque,Over the two matches and who missed the first two matchespractice round, Paquet led the club because of exams, will probably
with a combined total of 247 strokes, return to the number four startingIle was followed by Bill MaePhee position for the Bears in their next
with 251. Morse with 255, Tim match tomarrow at New Hampshire,Jensen with 259, Dick Pohle with Cbappelle said.
Football squad opens spring session
- 11 he LAIO varsity football team,
92 strong, began spring practice
sessions Tuesday afternoon after rain
and snow had delayed the scheduled
opening last Saturday.
The spring workouts will consist
of 15 practice sessions over 21 days
and will conclude with the
Blue-White intra-squad game May 5.
Coach Walt Abbott hopes to build
next year's team around a group of
returning veterans. "Our defensive
line was hardest hit by graduation,
but we may find the needed
replacements in veteran defensive
players Dick Faulkner, Dave
Goodspeed. Carl Parker and Steve
Crane," Abbott said.
Abbott will also be taking a long
look at the more than 50 freshmen
candidates trying to prove themsch
Johnny's Pizza
courteous service
open 7 days and flues
827-3848
North Main St. Old Toss n
,aid be irlited bilLk in the late
summer. "It's just a case of who
wants to be invited back most,"
explained Abbott. "Everyone will be
given an even chance."
Returning defensive standouts
include co-captain Stan Maddock,
Ron Pulchulski,, Joe LaVasseur,
Jimmy Reid, Pat Ladd, Bob Hayes.
and Tom Costello.
Notable offensive returnees
include ends Dave Paul, Mark
Watson, and Paul Soucy, center Rick
Bergeron, guards Dick Todd and Bob
McConnell, quarterback Ron Cote,
and halfback and co-captain Bill
add.
Injured veteran absentees include
fullback Jim Hayes, linebacker Tom
Keating. quarterback Sandy Hastings,
and halfback Mike Porter.
GRUMBACHER
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Penobscot Trading Post
Store of 1001 different items
1 1011101S
08 May 9th\ beautiful bracelet, pin or ring
vbith a birthstone for each member
of the famil is a lasting Mother's Day Gift. Order yours
no% and he ready for May 9th
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by Ron Beard
I guess being in Maine for 'nigh onto four years now has had an effect.
'Cause when these eight dudes cameout into the lights, and wearingspotkss whites and colors, all shoedin purty white boots, I didn't reallytrust them. I mean white boots arejUSI not practical in mud season.
And then they began to whoopand holler like Glenn Campbell. Itook a mental step backward. Let'sJust say I wasn't too sure. Their first
number sure werned familiar
enough... FLASH ... now they aregoing to run around the roomthrowing boxes of mini-wheats in alltheir sugar-coated goodness. Right'?W rong.
Instead they worked at turning
me about 180 degrees. they started
with an up-down, dark-light.soft-alive medley of Nilson'sEverybody's Talking and Donovan'sCatch the Wind and moved to a Ing
written by members of the group -
oh, by the way. I am talking aboutthe New Christy. Minstrels - titled /Call You Brother, featuring a brilliant
voice in the person of Miss JerryPalmer.
there was a sound in theharmonies interwoven in the songthat :ailed forth the brass w ondering
of (lOcago, but it Away s came backto her voice.
Miss Palmer proved to be the
most talented of the Minstrels.per forming 0h. Happy Oily and
coining on strong in Follow theDrinking Gourd. the latter song_wasthe group's best, sung will) thefeeling and beat that it must have to
mean something. the song, originally.from the underground railway ofpre-Civil War days, captured the
mood of what it is to set out in
search of freedom.
The whole hour the Minstrels
were on stage was an example of the
word showmanship, and that is why
is so successful. But where
Is our image
slipping?
Some people may have us
wrong. It's possible.
For instance, we Paulists
are known for the printed
and the spoken word. Books.
radio. and TV. The glamorous
world
But there is another, bigger
world in which the Paulist
moves
A dusty corner in Utah
where Paulists offer
material and spiritual relicto migrant workers.
An area known as East
Village and a Paulist whe
understands the meaning
of "taking a trip."
A Newman Center on a
troubled college campus
and a priest who is not a
,udge hut an understandin
ear and a mediator.
Being a Paulist isn't easy.
Being a Paulist isn't glamornH
It's better.
For more information or:
Paulist priestly spirit write to
Rev. DoosW C. Campbell. C.S.P.%oration Direcior
Paulist
Tatherg
Room 112
415 Vest 59th Street
Neve York, N.Y. 10019
the New Clir. \Inistrels had toprove themsei.. the man who
moved easily to the spotlight for the
second half only had to stick his head
out the door.
Bill Cosby is incomparable. I here
was a magic when he began in the
early sixties that is still there now.We all knew him already, from his
many albums, television specials.from his regular show. Ile had nobarriers to break down,
communication flowed. fie talked.About marriage, about children,about Russell, his brother; and welaughed - - not because we weresupposed to laugh - - because we weredelighted. Bill Cosby, is after all, avery funny fellow. Right.
It's interesting to note that Cosbydid two difterent shows, an exampleof his versatility and the tremendous
amount of material he has
accumulated by looking at life andlaughing at it. good comedian, evena story teller, is a catalyst. Ile justtouches off the reaction to our own
situations, and allows us to see that
we are not as serious as we take
ourselves. Bill Cosby, then, is thesuper catalyst. Laughter is theproduct of the reaction. Laughter,
and a by -product in the human
condition, joy.
And did you notice that you
could actually see the stage I riday
night? And you could actually smellthe colloquial odors of locker rooms'?1 hough I wondered at the tactics
used, the result was comparatively
clean air and reduced damage. It feltgood to be able to get home and not
smell the stale smell of tobacco and
not feel a sting in your eyes.
I was disturbed about one aspect
of the concert I riday evening. Itdidn't sell out. A lot of people did a
pile of work to get the showtogether. Publicity was good. Theperformances were good. But peopledidn't show.
Too expensive, they said. Bull!Consider how much you would haveto pay in the city land I don't meanBangor): S4 to 56 per ticket, anothertwo or three bucks for a taxi orparking, and if you go out and get
something for the throat or stomach,you know it's going to be more
expensive than at Pat Farnsworth's.So next lime you hear about the1.C.('. "almost getting" some group
or other - - remember you have topay good money to see a good show.Don't rag the sponsors for notputting out; look around and fingerthe people who refuse to pay morethan 53 a ticket - no matter what
manner of entertainment is beingbilled.
All Maine
Women select
new members
I ticAll-Maine Women. the sLmui
non-scholastic honor society', hasannounced the selection of nextyear's members.
hey are: Alana Brown, LindaCapone, Carol Carman, CynthiaChapin, Susan Cory, Anne Covell,Nancy Crispell, Margaret Cullenberg.Marilyn Cyr. Deborah Davis, CarolI 'slier, Carol Garner, VirginiaGibson. Jayne Ilikekett, Susan Ilan,
_Margaret lloward.
Leslie Kennedy. Jennifer Kesner.Valerie Lowe. Margaret Olson, SusanPercival, Judith Petnov, MarthaPinkham. Juliana Richards, DeborahRoddey, Doris Sykes. Gloria
.theriault, Catherine Tripp. SusanWashburn, and Heather Waterman.Selections were made lastThursday on the basis of character,dependability, sincerity, service,
spirit and leadership.
MAINE BEAR
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BEER WINE
Call us and we will put your wine
866-2367
32 Main St.
next to the Sub Shop
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FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
"To add to sour aining pleasure we now offer
your favorite beverage"
STATE STREET, %TIME TEL. 945-6500
URI
Sexy European Import, 4
-speed synch.,
1
floor shift, power front disc brakes, radial tires, fullInstruments, bucket seats.
1 MERCURY COMETI the better small car big-car styling and performance,.0 easy to afford, two
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-IV -6"
pricedfrom $2217
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Singers'spring concert
one of their best yet
by Jack Towle
The University Singers presented
their spring tour performance at the
University last Sunday night in one
of their best concerts to date.
The concert began with Gallus's
This is the Day a 16th-century work
requiring three separate sections in
accapella. The balance of voices andhigh quality in execution did the
composer justice for his mastery.
Et in terra pax again saw the
singers in three groups in accapella.
The Balance and tonal qualitythey displayed in this work by Dufay
was superceded only by their skill inhandling the intricate passages asthey answered each other in a
responsive method.
The quality of the groups' music
was dominated by the base and
soprano sections. Byrd's Non rosRelinquain was dominated by. thebase and soprano artistry added bythe fine soprano introduction.
D ruff e's Uhi caritas, a
contemporary piece of antiphonal
magic, was again the subject ofOpheim's touch in balance andharmony. Well done. And, a hat tripto the bases and this time the altos.Another piece of contemporary
music was The Path of the Just. KnutNysted. The singers were
well-rehearsed in the harmonic
oddities of the piece.
Added to the challenge of far-outharmony, we found this work to holdsome pretty sticky dynamics. The
singers against came through bydisplaying the natural sense of
sensitivity needed to succeed at sucha task.
The singers' display in Ps/am 98by Disler and Serenity by 'Ives
showed that the body could movefrom moods quite contrary to eachother and absorb themselves in any
A professional
ABORTION
that is safe,
legal &
• 
•inexpensive
can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling
The Problem Pregnancy
Referral Service
215-722-5360
24 hours-7 days
tor professional, confidential
and caring help
mood that was required of them.
.their treatment of Serenity wasthe epitome of awe. Of specialinterest was the performance of theMadrigals. It was a display of sheerprofessionalism.
The highlight of the concert camewith the outstanding voices of DannaStevens, Andrew Kinney, MarthaYoung, and Mike Stevens, in BrahmsThree Gypsy Songs. Danna Stevens,
soprano, expressed a strong but
controlled voice, quality timbre, and
ease on the stage. She stole the show
on this one with her solo.
A pat on the back to Andy, Mike
and Martha too. Kinney came acrossin Great Day (spiritual) with a deep
rich voice that is so often lacking in
many' bass sections. lie displayed an
air of professionalism that is sure tohelp him succeed with any work he
might attempt.
Again Danna Stevens is to becongratulated for her fine job in the
work, too. She was truly impressive.The Singers are to becongratulated on 'a fine display ofmusicianship. I have found only oneaspect that I did not care for in theconcert: the tenor section.
Though the concert was atremendous success, I feel there isstill room for improvement in this
area. I was not impressed with thestrength or voice quality of the
section as a whole. I feel that a
second tenor or a lead, for that
matter, should not have a timbre that
sticks out like a sore thumb in a pieceof lush harmony.
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